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Still-frame montage of 20th
century libraries using Burns
Effect

The first library was established centuries before the Roman Empire.
Then and in the centuries since, libraries have held an important place
in society, fulfilling an equally important role: Giving everyone equal
access to information.

[computery stuff]

With the opening of the Internet and establishment of the World Wide
Web in the late 1990s, the perception of libraries shifted. However, the
reality is that libraries are just as—if not more—important now as they
always have been.
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E-books/contemporary
materials

School libraries are, perhaps, of greater import with young learners
developing habits that will last them a lifetime, and the libraries at SCUC
ISD’s two high schools have adapted to serve the diverse needs of their
diverse student populations.
In addition to checking out media to students, high school librarians
assist teachers with instructional materials and even instruction on
effective use of the library and all of its resources.
Not too long ago, pretty-much the only medium for materials at school
libraries was the traditional book. While still available, SCUC’s libraries
are not bound to books. Magazines, newspapers, and reference
books—dictionaries, encyclopedias, atlases—are all available for use
in-house, while audiobooks and e-books are available for checkout as
standalone materials or deliverables to a student’s own device.

Library Computers/Laptops

Of course, the most commonly utilized library resource, now, is the
school computer, available to students before and after school with their
school ID, or during the instructional day with a pass from their teacher.

montage of library database
logos [video of pptx using
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SCUC libraries offer a wealth of resources beyond the limitations of the
Internet. An expansive offering of databases—accessible for free only
with codes provided by the school’s libraries—connects students with
relevant, academic material for research purposes, usable in any course
they’re enrolled in. Some databases even allow the archiving of
information that can be used by students through their academic
careers in SCUC—and beyond.

Montage of Clemens/Steele
librarians assisting students

The libraries at Byron P. Steele, II and Samuel Clemens are each
unique in their own way but common in their goal and in the dedication
of their respective staff.
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And the library science degreed professionals and their assistants in
each library are here and ready to assist, be it in getting a new ID,
finding the right resource for a class, or the right book for whatever
mood you find yourself.
Don’t think of libraries as just some antediluvian institution from the
times of Alexander the Great. Think of and see your school library as
the invaluable resource to help make you great.
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